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Dear HFS IRIS Clients: 

 

We recently posted a new update for the IRIS SQL system.  The changes are summarized below.    

 

IRIS, version 5.1.0.0: 

 

 D11685 – IRIS - Corrected an import issue when the medschoolname field was too big for the intern 

table.  This caused the import to show no residents. 

 D11687 – IRIS - Expanded the total fields in the audit and IRP reports to allow for presentation of 

FTEs when totals are in thousands.  

 D11688 – IRIS - Corrected the handling of IRP for pre-1995 graduates to use the proper column in 

the residency code table.  

 D11696 – IRIS - Corrected an issue when running the OIG report, if you select a specific provider and 

FY, it was not working, it is now fixed. 

 D11705 – IRIS - Corrected an export issue when a bad date of 1/1/1900 was shown in the database. 

 D11715 – IRIS - Corrected edit warning Yrs Comp Wght as it was triggered when Residency Calendar 

yrs complete > Assignment yrs complete and there was no change in weight.  Now it will show if yrs 

complete differ and weight would change from 1.0 to 0.5 and vice versa. 

 D11847 – IRIS - Corrected an issue when user was changing years complete and the GME weight was 

at 0.5 and the new years complete should trigger the weight to go to 1.0, this was not happening, it 

is now. 

 D11849 – IRIS - Corrected an issue where the assignment residency code description was not being 

properly recorded, it was always using the active master residency code. 

 D11850 – IRIS - Added ability to input directly the residency code in the Secondary 

Residency/Simultaneous Match area in the Edit Intern screen. 

 D11851 – IRIS - Fixed the display of the IRP for simultaneous match residency codes that are 

extended from the normal IRP for specific residency codes. 

 D11852 – IRIS - Corrected a typo on the screen for the Data Management tab and when you select 

Delete Provider, the title for the box for FY has "FY Begin" which is good but it also had Fy End", we 

changed to FY - capitalize the Y. 

 D11853 – IRIS - Corrected the duplicate text on the Import Report when there are only warnings and 

no critical errors.  It now reads "No critical IRIS errors were detected during the import operation.  

See warnings in the next section." 

 

You will need to go to our website www.hfssoft.com  and go to the download page.  You may be asked to 

log in.  You will want to select the IRIS link to download.  If you have already installed the IRIS software, 

when you retrieve the download, you will see the following inside the zipped file (ignore the dates below); 

you will only need to run the HFSIRIS.msi.  If you have not installed the system yet, then run the setup.exe. 

 

http://www.hfssoft.com/
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We are working on updating the system to retrieve updates directly thru the system using Help – Check for 

Updates like we have in the cost reporting software.  We expect this to be available in our next release. 

 

A copy of the IRIS User Guide is located at the following link: 

 

https://www.hfssoft.com/doc/HFS%20IRIS%20SQL%20User%20Guide.pdf 

 

If you have any questions or problems with the above, please let me know. 

 

Thanks, 

Luke DiSabato 

(888) 216-6041 

 

https://www.hfssoft.com/doc/HFS%20IRIS%20SQL%20User%20Guide.pdf

